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March 17, 2008 
 
Prof. Junji Haba 
Head of detector R&D 
KEK 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 
Japan 
 
Dear Prof. Haba, 
 
I'm addressing you on the matter of publication of instrumentation-science works of the 
Japanese community, who has been making important contributions to Detector and 
Accelerator Physics. 
 
The quality and originality of many works in these fields certainly deserve publication in 
good international scientific journals. I’m convinced that JINST, our new Journal of 
Instrumentation, is well suited for this purpose. 
 
JINST is a non-profit Journal, created by SISSA-IOP to valorize instrumentation science. 
As such, it has excellent advisory and editorial boards, covering all fields of Radiation 
Instrumentation. JINST is a peer-reviewed electronic-only Journal; it deals with both, 
concepts and experimental techniques as well as with related theoretical aspects, 
modeling and simulations. Major subjects are naturally Radiation Detectors and 
Accelerators. 
 
We are glad to announce that JINST was chosen by CERN, through a competitive 
selection process, to publish all final Technical Reports of the LHC-project: detectors 
and machine. These will appear already in May 2008. 
 
Besides regular scientific papers JINST publishes peer-reviewed technical reports, 
invited reviews and instrumentation theses. The latter, published in their original 
language, constitute a unique source of information, generally unpublished in regular 
articles. 
 
Publishing in JINST has many advantages: 
 
* High scientific quality resulting from a rigorous and efficient peer review.  
* Rapid publication  
* Multimedia (Video clips, 3D images) & color pictures at no cost 
* No page limit, no page charges 
* Links to data-bases and to references 
* Open Access to less developed countries 
* Open Access to all for a month - to new papers 
* Very low cost compared to commercial publishers 
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* Available under all major Search Engines 
* Liberal copy-right policy: authors can keep published articles in arXiv, private, or 
            institutional sites. Material published in JINST can be re-used in other journals. 
* International recognition - all existing SISSA-IOP journals are highly recognized 
            and already count among the best ones in their respective fields. 
 
Last and not least is our new Open-Access policy (free access to all published 
articles). As of this year, institutions that choose to publish in JINST in the Open-Access 
mode will be able to do so at very moderate prices. Many leading institutions have 
already opted for this possibility. This makes JINST a front runner in OA publishing in the 
scientific community.  
 
Given that scientists produce and use the scientific material we are happy to be in the 
forefront of this important Open Access initiative. Therefore our principal motivation has 
always been to make high-quality science available to the community at the lowest 
possible cost.  
 
I thank you in advance for your kind assistance in bringing the JINST message to the 
Japanese instrumentation-science community. I hope your colleagues will find in 
JINST a “home” for publishing their future works.   
 
With warm regards, 
 
Yours, 
 
 
 
 

Amos Breskin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CC. Prof. Peter Krizan, JINST Assistant Director 
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